LEE PRECISION

Incredible 50% Dealer Markup!
The Altor® Pistol is Virtually Indestructible
Perfectly Simple and Simply Perfect® Survival, Backup or Stash Gun

(262) 673-3075

leeprecision.com
The AUTOMATIC CASE PRIME PRESS (ACP)
priming tool from Lee Precision guides cases
into position using a “finger guide” and has
the ability to automatically feed cases up
to 2.5" long. No shell holders are required.
Priming is positive, effortless and uniform.
Positive and consistent seating depth is
assured with the new dead-length priming
device. Primers are seated uniformly without
“feel” or adjustments required.
The RAM SWAGE primer pocket swager
works on all single-stage presses with
7/8"-14 threads in the press frame that
can accept universal press shell holders.
It features spring-assisted case extraction,
and an all-steel case guide ensures cases
will be positively centered on the push rod.
The shell holder-less design allows users
to swage any small or large primer pocket
without swapping to a different size shell
holder.

Useful Trail or Dispatch Gun
Check out our Review by American Handgunner®
Visit www.altorcorpREVIEW.com
MSRP .380 $119.00, MSRP 9 MM $129.00
Your Price: .380 $79.00, 9 MM $84.00

MADE IN THE USA
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Visit www.altorcorp.com to learn more and become an Altor dealer

RAM SWAGE

HOGUE KNIVES
(800) 438-4747

hogueknives.com
Conceived to be the perfect match for the SIG SAUER P320, the K320 from Hogue Knives is a full duty, tactical
knife. Each 3.5” stainless steel blade is finished from the same vendor as SIG SAUER firearms in Black Cerakote or
Coyote PVD, depending on the model pairing. The blade maintains a high grind profile and keen edge, leading into
an auxiliary hold feature. The frame features an ambidextrous pocket clip. A pushbutton automatic lock allows for
single- handed deployment with rapid, swift action, while other models feature a manual ABLE Lock (Ambidextrous
Bar Lock Enhanced) mechanism. The K320 is available in a range of variations to pair with SIG P320 SKUs.
AUTOMATIC CASE PRIME PRESS

HENRY REPEATING ARMS
(866) 200-2354
henryusa.com

Henry Repeating Arms’ ORIGINAL B.T. HENRY 200TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION rifle chambered in .44-40 WCF is limited
to 200 units worldwide — the rarest Original Henry the company has ever released. The hardened brass receiver
features full coverage scrollwork engraving that surrounds a portrait of Henry on the right side and the words “One of
200” on the reverse side. The presentation-grade American walnut buttstock is capped with a crescent-shaped brass
buttplate. The 24.5" polished blued steel octagon barrel is topped with a folding ladder rear sight and blade front
sight. Each rifle in the series bears a unique serial number ranging from 001BTH200 to 200BTH200.

RIVAL ARMS
(888) 811-9277

rival-arms.com
Rival Arms’ R-22 PRECISION CHASSIS SYSTEM is designed for Ruger 10/22-style barreled actions with a 1" maximum barrel diameter. The R-22 chassis is CNC-machined
from billet aluminum for precise consistency, strength and rigidity. The chassis includes scalloped texturing on the forend to enhance grip and includes 11 integrated
M-LOK slots to mount accessories and to reduce weight. It accepts most vertical or angled AR-style pistol grips and is threaded to accommodate 1 3/16"-16 Mil-Spec
buffer tubes for a wide variety of stock options. The forend is also tapped to accept a sling swivel stud, positioned for sling or bipod use. The chassis is available in hard
black-anodized, KG GunKote Flat Dark Earth (FDE) and Satin Gray finishes.
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